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It is shown that by relaxing the conventional notion of translation and introducing ‘com- 
parisons’ of translations as 2-arrows, intuitionistic theories of types form a 2-category which is 
equivalent to the 2-category of toposes with left exact functors and natural transformations. In 
this equivalence, translations preserving disjunctions (resp. the existential quantifiers, logical 
translations) correspond to functors preserving unions (resp. images, logical functors). 
Introduction 
It follows from the work of many authors (J. Benabou, A. Boileau, M. Coste, 
A. Joyal, J. Lambek, M. Makkai, G.E. Reyes, P.J. Scott, . ..) that there is an ex- 
tremely close connection between the category of toposes with logical functors and 
the category of intuitionistic theories of types with ‘translations’ as morphisms. It 
is perhaps less well known that this connection may be turned into an ‘equivalence’, 
although there are suggestions in that direction in [3] (see especially Lemma 15.3, 
p. 204, Exercise 4 p. 205 and Exercise 4 p. 200). As formulated by Lambek and 
Scott, one should ‘relax’ the notion of translation. We do this as follows: a 
translation 8 translates types into types, function symbols into functional for- 
mulas, relation symbols into formulas, but it should not be assumed that the 
domain of variation of a variable, say of type i, be sent to the whole domain 
of variation of type Bi. In other terms and more generally a translation is 
a pair (8,~) where 6’ ‘translates’ and u fixes for each type i a subdomain ui 
of Bi. 
We note here that such a notion, although rarely conceptualized in detail, is 
already present in classical contexts (interpretations in set theory e.g. [5, pp. 260 
ff.], relative interpretations in proofs of undecidability [6]). 
One aim of this paper is to define a rather general concept of translation between 
theories of types. We will also sketch the proof that the 2-categories Topos of 
toposes with left exact functors as l-arrows or with stronger funtors (e.g. logical) 
as l-arrows are equivalent to the 2-categories Th of extensional intuitionistic 
theories of types having for l-arrows translations or stronger translations (e.g. 
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logical, i.e. preserving the whole extensional structure). The 2-arrows will be natural 
transformations on the one side and ‘comparisons’ of translations, their syntactic 
mimic on the other side. ‘Equivalent’ means here that we exhibit 2-functors 
Y: Topos + Th and @ : Th -+ Topos 
such that @Y(8) is equivalent to 8 and g is equivalent to Y@(g). 
We will not insist on proofs or rigor in the definitions since many of the facts are 
well known (for a recent exposition, see again [3]). However, it will be necessary 
to recall some of these to fix our notation. 
1. Intuitionistic theories of types with extensionality 
1.1. A language 9 is given by the following data: 
(a) A class Typ called class of types. A structure on this class constituted by (i) 
a constant 1 E Typ; (ii) a binary law Typ x Typ + Typ which to i and j associates 
(i, j); (iii) a unary law Typ -+ Typ which to i associates Q’. 
(b) For each type i, an infinite set Var; of variables of type i. 
(c) For each ordered pair (i, j) of types, a set OP,~ of operation symbols of 
source i and target j. It is assumed that these sets contain projection symbols: 
~l,;,,;z (or more simply ni) E OP,;,,i,), i, and 7~2 E OP(i,,iz), iz. 
(d) For each type i, a set Rel; of relation symbols of signature i. It is assumed 
that these sets contain the equality and membership symbols: for each i, =; of 
signature (i,i) and Ei of signature (i,Q’). 
(e) The logical symbols: conjunction A and collection or abstraction symbol { I}. 
1.2. Expressions of G? are defined inductively. Each expression is either a term or 
a formula. If it is a term, it has a type. The set of all formulas is denoted by Form 
and the set of all terms of type i is denoted by Termi. 
(a) If XE Vari, then XE Termi. 
(b) C$ E Term,. 
(c) If t1 E Term,, and t2 E Termi,, then (tl, t2) E Term(,,,,,). 
(d) If f E OP~,~ and t E Termi, then ft E Termj. 
(e) If r E Rel; and t E Term,, then rt E Form; in particular, if t E Term,], @ E, t is 
a formula. 
(f) If p, I,Y E Form, then a, A I,Y E Form. 
(g) If x~Var; and (reform, then {xl p} is a term of type Q’. 
Free variables are defined in the obvious way: {x 1 cp} alone binds x. We denote 
by V(E) the finite sequence x = (xi, . . . , x,) of free distinct variables of E and by 
r(E) the corresponding sequence of their types. 
Since we have projections and ordered pair operations, we may very often dispend 
with the consideration of sequences of variables. This is already present in our nota- 
tion: &xi,xz) ambigously denotes (i) either a formula with two free variables x1 
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and x2 (ii) or the result of the substitution of the term (x1,x2) for z in the formula 
9(z) (with r(z)=(r(x,), r(x2)); we even extend this ambiguity denoting by 9(x,,xz) 
the formula 9(z) itself). 
The usual logical connectors are introduced as abbreviations (x1 ~Var, and 
(EVarol): 
(a) 9 * IC/ stands for (XI / P> =QI {XI / w), 
(b) 9’9 stands for 9*9~9, 
(c) T stands for 9 =i 9, 
(d) Vx 9 stands for (xl 9} = (xl T}, 
(e) I stands for VY (9 pi <}, 
(f) 9vw stands for V~((U,-,~E~)~((V~~E~)-,~E~), 
(g) XX 9 stands for VY (Vx (9 --* 9 E 0 -+ 9 E 0, 
(h) ‘J!x9x stands for ZC~XAVY VY’(~YA~Y’+Y=Y’). 
It is typographically inconvenient but very useful to have at hand relativized 
quantifiers: if a and 9 are formulas, Vx”9, 3~~9, 2!xa9x stand for Vx (a -+ 9), 
&(an9), XX” ~XA VY” VY” (9yA9y’+y=y’) respectively. 
1.3. An (intuitionistic extensional) theory of (structured) types -9 in the language 9 
is a class Tof sentences of S? together with the following axioms and rules of deduc- 
tion (written in ‘natural deduction’): 
Axiom 
(4 T, 
(b) For each type i, Vx (x=;x) (with XE Var,), 
(c) Vx, (x1 =, I$) (with xi E Var,), 
(d) For each ordered pair (iI,&) of types, 
Vx VY n&, Y) =il x, Vx VY 712(x, Y) =iz Y 
and Vz (z= (nrz, n2z)) (with XE Vari,,Y E Var,, and ZE Var(i,,i,)). 
Rules of deduction 
(a) The usual rules of introduction and elimination of conjunction. 
(b) Introduction and elimination of E: 
(EZ) 
[f/xl9 tE (x19) 
t E (x/p} ’ (Em--- If/Xl9 
(the variable x and the term t having the same type). 
(c) Introduction and elimination of = : 
[XES] [xet] 
(=I) xEfs=I(Es ) (=E) s=t [s/x]9 
WI P 
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(for (= I), X is of type i, s and t have type Q’, x E s and x E t are discharged and x 
does not occur free in the other hypotheses; for (= E), x, s and t have the same type). 
1.4. Let us indicate some variants of presentation whose usefulness depends on the 
context. 
(a) In some cases, it may be interesting to give a class of sorts and define types 
inductively: sorts are types, a finite sequence of types is a type and if i is a type, 
Q’ is a type. Other version: sorts are types, and if i,, . . . , i,, are types, then so is 
Q”.....‘” 
(b) The basic set of logical symbols may also be modified. One can for example 
base the formalism on membership, implication, universal quantifier and collection 
symbol, thus omitting equality and conjunction. The rules of introduction and 
elimination for implication and universal quantifiers are the usual ones and those 
for membership and collection are those mentioned above. Conjunction PA w is 
defined as an abbreviation for Vt ((9 -+ (w + $I E [)) + @ E <) (with c E Var,l). 
Equality s =; t is defined ‘from above’ via Leibniz’ principle: Vx (S E i X++ t E; X) 
with XE Var,, . To obtain a theory which is deductively equivalent to the one we 
have described, it suffices to add for each i an axiom of extensionality: 
V~VY(VX(XE;Xt*XEi Y)~X=a’ Y) 
(with x of type i, X and Y of type 52’). 
This description is very close to the logician’s description of (intuitionistic) theory 
of types (e.g. [4] and [2, p. 79 ff.]), the non-trivial difference is the plurality of types 
(or sorts) accepted here. It is particularly well-adapted for the techniques of proof 
theory. 
(c) Even the collection symbol may be eliminated via axioms of comprehension: 
~VX(XEiXt*V)(X)) 
(with X of type i and X of type Q’). 
1.5. We will use but do not recall here the concepts of interpretation and model of 
a theory in a topos. 
2. Translations 
2.1. Let $I= (g, Z-) and P = (e’, Z-‘) be two theories. We describe hereafter a trans- 
lation (0,~) from g to P. 
(a) B maps the types of .=P into the types of g’ and 81 = 1, B(i,,i2)=(8il,Biz). It 
is not assumed in general that 8(52’) = Q”. 
(b) For each type i, ui is a formula of 9’ in a variable x’ of type 6%. (Intuitively 
Ui(X’) describes in 9 a universe which is contained in Bi and is used to restrict the 
translation of variables of type i). It is assumed that u preserves part of the structure 




r’+ U[j,,&)(Z’) * Uil(TItZ’)AUi2(71zZ’). 
(c) for each formula p(x), tY(u,(x)) is a formula in variables x’ of type f?(s(x)). In 
full rigor, we should work with ‘devariablized’ formulas identifying p(x) and 
[JJ/x]Y,(x), whenever r(y) = r(x) and substitution is legitimate. (In other words, the 
precise name of the free variables does not matter, only their types have to be taken 
into account). It is then assumed that &p(x)) is equivalent in this ‘substitutive’ sense 
to (Q/XIV(X)). We will also write 19(q), @p(x)), 19(9)(x’) or &p(x))(x’) according 
to the required degree of precision. 
(d) One assumes also: 
(a) A compatibility with ‘true’, conjunction, equalities and projections: 
r'+B(T); 
~~~~(~')-'(e((~A~)(x')tt(e~Ae~)(x')) 
(with i = T(X) and r(x’) = Si); 
r’~Lfi(X’)AUi(~‘)-t (e(X=i_Y)(x’,_Y’) t, (X”&_Y’)); 
r’~U(i,,jz,(Z’)AUj,(X’) + (e(X=i, 711Z)(X’,Z’) * (X’=@i, n,Z’)); 
I-’ I- U(i,,iz)(Z’) A U;,(Y’) + (e(Y =iz ~zZ)(Y’, 2’) * (Y’=ei2 nzZ’)). 
(p) A preservation of proven equivalence: if r+ v(x) tf v(x), then 
p + 4(x’) --t ((erp)(x’) ++ (ew)(x’)) 
(with ~(x)=i=(i~ ,..., i,), t(x’)=&=(Oi, ,..., ei,) and 
Ui(X’) I U;l(X,) A ... A Ui,(X,)). 
Note that in particular, taking T for w(x) one gets the preservation of theorems. 
(y) A preservation of proven functionality: if 
rt- v; a$ &G v), 
then 
r/l- v;Fa al;*@ ep(X,y) 
(with i = T(X) and j = r(y)). 
(e) We agree to identify two translations (0, U) and (0*, u*) from ZF to P if for 
all i, 
~~Uit,Ui* 
and for all formulas p(x), 
r’t- Ui(X’) + (eq(X’) * 8*9(X’)). 
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2.2. Given translations (0, U) : g-+ 8’ and (0: u’) : P -+ P, their composition 
(P’, u”) : g--+ P is defined in the obvious way. For example, u;‘= L&AI~‘(u~). 
Taking into account the identifications of translations, it is easy to verify that 
Proposition 1. Theories and translations form a category denoted by Th. 
It is interesting to consider subcategories of Th obtained by restricting the mor- 
phisms to translations compatible with certain logical connectors. For example, 
(6,~) is compatible with u if 
r’ + %(X’) -+ (O(rP v w)(x’) * (09 v 0w)W)) 
and compatible with B if 
r’fi Uj(_Y’) + (8(2X p(X, Y))(v’) ++ 2t!(x” Bp(X’, _V’))e 
The strongest morphisms are logical translations which preserve every ingredient of 
the language. It suffices for that to ask that (0,~) preserve exponentiation 
(19(52’) = Qei, r’ E uo~(X’) t* VX’EX Ui(X’)) and membership and collection: 
r’E u(;,QJ,(x’,X’) + (e(x E; x)(x:x’) 4-+ X’E&XI), 
r’Fuu(j,QJ)(Y:x’) ‘(e({xl P(x,Y)} =X)oI’9x’) 
tf (x’ ) z&d) A (&7)(x’, y’)} =X’> 
(Note the relativization of x’ to the universe Ui). 
To describe a logical translation (0, U) : g + P it is not necessary to define B on 
all formulas at once. Assume that Q and u have already been defined on types so 
as to preserve their 1, ( , ) and Q’ ) -structure. Associate to each feO~,~ a func- 
tional symbol Sf E OPsi,ej or a formula of (x’, y’) and to each r E Rel, a relational 
symbol t9r E Relei or a formula 6+(x’, y’) (with appropriate types) and extend 0 to 
expressions inductively: e.g. define B(x)@.‘, y’) as x’zBiy’ or Q({x 1 q(x, y)})(y’, X’) 
as x’= (x’ ( ui(x’) A (Bp)(x’, y’)]. This will define a logical translation if for all f, Qf 
is functional (r’ t- VX, ‘&‘) ZI!J!‘“‘) 0f(x’, y’)) and for all v, EZ-, T’I- By?. 
2.3. Going back to general translations, we note here some preservation properties 
that may be derived essentially from the preservation of proven equivalence and 
proven functionality. In what follows, a notation like u + (8~ + 0~) stands for 
u(x’) -+ (6%~ + 6$) where x’ is a list of distinct variables containing those free in 13a, 
and 0~. 
Lemma 2. Let (19, u) be a translation from g to P. 
(a) If rkp-+-+, then r’~-u-+((By,+8~). 
(b) r’~-j~(B(V~yl(x,Y))-tV~B~), r’tuj-(a,“!eyl-e(~~(X,Y))) (with t(x)=i 
and r(y) =j). 
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Proof. (a) comes from the preservation of proven equivalence since (u, -+ I+Y) is 
logically equivalent to (PA y tf p) and 19 preserves conjunction. The first part 
of (b) is derived as follows: TI- Vxp(x, y) + &x,_Y), hence by (a), r’ I- U;A Uj + 
(&VX 9(x, y)) + &o), hence r’ F Uj -+ (O(Vx P(X, y)) + Vl: 0~) by obvious logical 
transformations. The second part of (b) is dual. (c) is consequence of (a). 
Lemma 3. If IT- Vt (3; rp(x,v) --t FI!xa 9(x, JJ)), then 
r’ k VFAQB (@Lx” q)(y’) @ EI;Pa (&9)(x’, y’)). 
Proof. The implication from right to left comes from Lemma 2(b). The implication 
from left to right comes from the preservation of proven functionality since the 
hypothesis may be written as 
2.4. It remains to define a notion of comparison of translations. Let 
be two translations. A comparison y : (0, u) * (8: u’) is given by fixing for each type 
i of g a formula yi(X,y) of 9’ satisfying 
(a) for each formula 9 of 9 a functionality condition: 
r,kVZAQP B!,u:fio’p y,(x,y); 
(b) for formulas q(x), I,!@), <(x, y) of 9 a naturality condition: if rk- V$ ?I!: <(x, y), 
then 
(The first condition essentially says that yi is a morphism from the ‘structure’ on 
Ui into the structure on Uj; the second essentially says that if < maps 9 into I,U, then 
the ‘diagram’ 
commutes when appropriately restricted to u.). 
It is easy to define the required vertical and horizontal composition to reinforce 
Proposition 1 into 
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Proposition 4. Theories, translations and comparisons of translations form a 
2-category. 
We note here that to define an isomorphic comparison y between logical transla- 
tions (0, U) and (0: u’), we can take advantage of their inductive description: 
(a) For each type i, one gives a formula vi(X, y) which is ‘a bijection of Ui onto 
U{!’ 
(~~V~3!~yi(X,y)AV~a!:‘yi(X,y)) 
and which ‘preserves the structure of types’ 
r’ t- u(il,i2)(x)A u;i,,i2)(Y) + (Y(ij,i*)Cx7 Y) ++ Yi,(niX, niY) A Y&(712X9 n?_(Y)) 
+(Y~I(X,Y)~ Y={Y/~~(Y)~~~‘X’(xEXAYi(x,Y))}). 
Clearly, the ‘inverse’ 6 of y is given by the formula 6(y, x) = y(x, y). 
(b) Suppose we can prove that for each f E OP,~, ‘y and 6 commute with f ‘, i.e. 
r’~v~V~(~~I(yi(X,X’)AB;(X’,Y’)),~~(~~(X,Y)AYi(Y,Y’))) 
and similarly for 6. 
(c) And finally suppose one can prove that for each r E Reli, ‘y maps 0, onto 0:’ 
and ‘6 maps 19: onto B,‘, i.e. 
and similarly for 6. 
This suffices to prove by induction on expressions that one has the analogue of 
(b) not only for operation symbols but for terms and the analogue of (c) not only 
for relation symbols but for formulas. It will then follow that y and 6 are inverse 
comparisons. 
3. From theories to toposes 
3.1. It is well known that to each (intuitionistic extensional) theory of (structured) 
types g, one associates a topos 6, which we call the syntactic topos associated 
with g. (We read for the first time a description of 85 in [l] and for the last time 
in [3] but there is obviously interference with work of other authors: J. Benabou, 
A. Joyal, G. Reyes to quote but a few ones.) 
To fix notations, but also with the hope to convince that those are manageable 
constructions, we recall without proof the essentials. 
The objects of gs are equivalence classes of formulas in one variable, the 
equivalence being the one generated by deductive equivalence (r + q(x) t* p’(x)) and 
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substitutive equivalence evoked in 2.1(c). Of course, we continue to denote by the 
formula its equivalence class. 
A morphism form p(x) to w(Y) (choosing x distinct from Y) is an equivalence class 
of ‘functional’ formulas <(x, y)(I% Vz Et!: T(x, y)), the equivalence of T(x, y) and 
T’(x, y) being given by 
The composition of p(x) - W(Y) - “lv, ‘) X(Z) is given by Zy” (<r (x, y) A MY, z)). 
The identity on p(x) may be written as p(x) x=u. v(y). 
The object 1 of 85 is @=r @. 




V(~lZ) /J V/(nzz) - W(Y) 
(or written more loosely: 
x’=x 
v7(x) - dX’)A Y(Y') 3 Y(Y)). 
The equalizer of two arrows is given by 
Tk Y) 
x(z) =r(p(x)- T’(x y(yh 
where x(z) is P(Z) A gy” (t(z, Y) A 5’k Y>> 
v(z) A r: (<k Y> ++ <‘k Y)>. 
The power object of the object V(X) is 
and to a binary relation 
or equivalently 
the object P(p(x))(X) given by VXEX&X), 
corresponds the morphism w(y) x(y7x)k P(p(x))(X) given by 
VX(XEX++ S;,e(z,Y,x)). 
From all this, one derives the well-known proposition: 
Proposition 5. The category 8,- is a topos. 
As has been emphasized in [3, p. 2001 one even has in g5 a canonical choice of 
a mono representing a subobject: 
Lemma 6. If p(x) r(x’y)+ w(y) is a mono in 89, then there exists a unique object 
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e(z) of 8~ such that Q(Z) s w(y) be a monomorphism describing the same sub- 
object as <. 
Proof. Take e(z) given by the formula w(z) A XX (V(X) A [(x, z)). The isomorphisms 
p(x) *Q(Z) are both given by r(x, z). 
3.2. The topos 8, comes equipped with an interpretation 1 1 of 9: to t?; ;xy i, one 
associates the object x=~x, to f~ OPi,j one associates the arrow x=i x x k y =i _Y 
and to r E Rel, one associates the subobject ry G x =x. Under this interpreta- 
tion, 8, becomes a model of 9. 
3.3. Let (0, u) be a translation from ginto Y’. We associate with it a functor @(O, u) 
of &$ into gp: @(Q, u) sends the object p(x) to the object Ui(X’) A 0(&x))(Y) and 
sends the arrow p(x) ‘@“)b I&) to O<(x’, y’). 
Proposition 7. @(O, u) is a left-exact functor from 83 to 8,~. 
Proof. (Sketch). @(& u) is well defined since a translation preserves substitution and 
proven equivalence. aye, u)([(x, y)) is an arrow since (8, u) preserves proven func- 
tionality. As to functoriality, if p(x) r,(x,y! w(y) @.%x(z), then @(6?, u)(&o <t) = 
e(xy” (6 A M) and Q(e, u)(M 0 Q(e, UK,) = g;:@ (et, A et,); given the functionali- 
ty of c,, Lemma 3 furnishes the required equivalence of these formulas. Preserva- 
tion of finite products is easy and preservation of equalizers amounts to another 
application of Lemma 3. 
When completed by the adequate verifications, Proposition 7 essentially means 
that @ is a functor from the category of theories to the category of toposes with left- 
exact functors. This functor induces also a functor from different subcategories of 
the category of theories and subcategories of the category of toposes with left-exact 
functors. We restrict our attention to the following result whose proof essentially 
uses the description of finite unions of subobjects, images and similar notions in the 
syntactic topos: 
Proposition 8. (a) If (0, u) preserves disjunction, then @(O, u) preserves finite unions 
of subobjects. 
(b) If (t?, u) preserves the existential quantifier, then @(tl, u) preserves images. 
(c) Zf (8,~) is logical, then so is @(O,u). 
3.4. It remains to observe that the definition of a comparison y : (0, u) = (e’, u’) is 
exactly the assertion that the morphisms yi(X, y) form a natural transformation 
from @(O, u) to D(e’, u’). Briefly stated, we arrive at 
Proposition 9. @ is a 2-functor. 
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4.1. To every topos 8 is associated a theory &. Its language g8 is the internal 
language of Q in the sense of J. Benabou: the types and their structure are given 
by the objects of R, Opij= g(i, j), Rel,= Sub(i), equalities, projections and 
membership relations are those of 8. The axioms of g6 are the sentences valid in 
8. There is an obvious interpretation 1 ( of gfi in & under which & becomes model 
of 96. 
The language gg has a lot of operation and relation symbols: a consequence of 
this is a strong property of functional and relational completeness: 
Lemma 10. (a) The correspondence which to f ER(I, j) associates the formula 
((x, y)= (fx=y) is a bijection from F(i, j) onto the set of equivalence classes of 
functional everywhere defined formulas. 
(b) The correspondence which to (a t-t i) E Sub(i) associates the formula ax (in x 
of type i) is a bijection from Sub(i) onto the set of equivalence classes of formulas 
(in x of type i). In gi, every formula is equivalent to an atomic formula. 
Proof. The interpretation Iy?(x)l is a subobject of 1x1= i, hence (b); (a) expresses the 
well-known topos-theoretic bijection between arrows and graphs. 
Let a= la(x)l & i be a subobject in 8. Note that in =‘& there are variables x, of 
type i and x, of type a. The following lemma, whose proof is easy, compares for- 
mulas relativized to cy and formulas with variables x0: 
Lemma 11. (a) Q E Vx: XI!x, (x,= mx,). 
(b) 8 E a(mx,). 
4.2. Let F: 6, -+ & be a left-exact functor. We associate with F a translation 
Y(F)=(tY,u) from &, to gdZ. 
(a) For each type i, of &, (which is an object of &r), we let O(i,) =F(i,) and 
u,,(x’) be (X’=F(il)X’), i.e. ‘true’ in x’. 
(b) If p(x) is a formula of =%,, 1~1 A i is a subobject in 8, and F being left- 
exact transforms this in F(jy,l)mF(i); we therefore define B(y,(x))(x’) to be the 
(atomic) formula F(lvJ)x’. 
(c) Compatibility (2.1(d)(a)) with ‘true’, conjunction, equalities and projections 
are immediate consequences of the left-exactness of F. 
(d) Preservation of proven equivalence is a consequence of Lemma 10(b) and 
preservation of functionality is a consequence of Lemmas 10(a) and 11. In this con- 
nection, we may note the following useful property: 
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Lemma 12. Zf rF1 E V$’ a!$’ ((x, y), then, denoting by I[r]lc, : IpI+ 1~1 the unique 
corresponding morphism, one has 
I~~~~~ll~:,=~~I~~ll&,~. 
It is easy to check that 
Proposition 13. Y(F) is a translation. 
Similarly, one verifies the functorial character of Y. This functor induces also 
functors from subcategories of toposes with left-exact functors to subcategories of 
theories with translations. Typically, 
Proposition 14. (a) If F preserves finite unions, then Y(F) preserves disjunction. 
(b) If F preserves images, then Y(F) preserves the existential quantifier. 
(c) If F is logical, then so is Y(F). 
4.3. To a natural transformation a : F 2 G between left-exact functors F and G from 
8, to g2, we associate a comparison Y(a): Y(F) * Y(G). 
Let i be a type of gcl, i.e. an object of 8 r ; we let Y(a)j(x’, y’) be the formula 
(a;x’=y’) where x’ is of type F,(i) and y’ of type F2(i). 
Proposition 15. Y(a) is a comparison of translations. 
Proof. Let us check for example the functionality condition. We have to show that 
$-& + VY(Fl)(cp) 21 yj(FzM) (ojXl =y’), 
x’ Y (*I 
where X’ is of type F,(i) and y’ of type F,(i). Let lcpl A i. By Lemma 10(a) applied 
to the arrow a;OF,(m), 
where 2 is of type F,([cJT\) and y2 of type F2(i), Since a is a natural transformation, 
ai 0 F,(m) = F,(m) 0 a/,~, i.e. expressed in g2: 
~2~V~3!y2~~(F2(m)~=y2~a,,,n=n 
where jj is of type F2()v)l). But F,(m) is a mono, hence: 
F,K vz ?I!jj (cq,,Z=y), 
&,I= V55 ZI!g Y(a)i(Fl(m)$ F,(m)fi, 
and finally (*) by Lemma 10. Naturality conditions are checked by similar computa- 
tions using Lemma 12. 
We leave to the reader the ultimate verifications leading to 
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Proposition 16. Y is a 2-functor. 
5. Equivalence of the 2-categories 
5.1. Let us first consider the composition @o Y: 
Y 0 
Topos - Th - Topos. 
(a) Let E be a topos. The topos R ‘= @(Y(e)) is equivalent to 8 ‘. First, there is 
a functor F: Q -+ 8 ’ which to if. j associates (X =i X) fX=v+ (_Y =j _Y). Conversely, 
to define G : &‘+ 8, consider p(x) 4(x u/(v) in 8’. The object p(x) is (up to equi- 
valence in &) a formula of .ZZg ; it has an interpretation lp(x)l E+ i in F (where i is 
the type of x). We define G on the object q(x) by G(yl(x)) = l&x)1. Since 4(x, y) is 
an arrow in 8’, & t V,” XI!; [(x, y), hence Q satisfies this formula and by func- 
tional completeness of s(Lemma lo), this defines an arrow Iv/ L Iv/I (denoted by 
I[<]1 in Lemma 12). We define G(r(x, y)) to be precisely that arrow. It is easy to 
show that G is a functor, but strictly speaking G is well defined only if there is in 
E a canonical choice of a mono representing a subobject. Lemma 6 shows that we 
produce only such toposes (and the equivalence we establish is in fact between 
theories and toposes with canonical choice). 
Given this precaution, it is clear that GoF= id8. On the other hand, Fo G= idc,, 
since F(G(q.~(x)))r(x=~,~x)=q~(x) because, by Lemma 11, 8’~ VxP ZI!y (my=x), 
with x of type i, y of type 1~1 and m the injection /q/ & i. 
(b) If F: &I -+ 8, is a left-exact functor, one easily verifies the naturality condi- 
tions embodied in the following two commuting squares: 
Fl 
& -&’ 1-g-G, 
F ! ! @(‘W’)) 
F2 
& -----‘E’ 2-2 
G2 
5.2. We now consider the composition Yo @: 
Th 3 Topos 5 Th. 
Let B be a theory and 3’= !P(@(T)). We construct logical translations 
which are quasi-inverses one to another. More precisely, (19, U) 0 (q, e) is the identical 
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translation on ZF, while (q, e) 0 (0, U) is isomorphic to the identity on P: there is an 
isomorphic comparison y from (r, e) 0 (0, U) to the identity. 
Before proceeding to these constructions, we recall how P is constructed from 
E the types of P are (equivalence classes of) formulas P(X) of 9, the operation 
symbols OPT, I(Y) are the arrows of &$ from p(x) to I&); the relation symbols 
Relbc,, are the subobjects of p(x) in 8$; the product of types p(x) and v(y) in .Y 
is (essentially) conjunction in T, while the exponential QV(“’ is the Z-formula 
Vx~Xv(x); finally, r’ is the theory of 8,r. 
5.3. We describe here the logical translation (q, e): S+ 5’. 
(a) To type i, q associates (x=;x), i.e. ‘true’ in the variable x of type i. Clearly 
q respects not only 1 and products but also exponentials: ~(52’) is (X=ozX), 
which is ‘true’ in X, but QV(‘) is the power-object of (x=; x) in G?$, which is 
Vx~X(x=~x), which is again ‘true’ in X. 
(b) To type i, e associates the P-formula z =(x=,x) z where z is a variable of .P 
of type x=ix (this is indeed a type of P!). It is clear that e preserves the structure 
of types: e.g. co,(X) is ‘true’ in X and so is VxeXe;(x). 
(c) To describe q on formulas we rely on our remarks on logical translations at 
the end of 2.2. We define q : Rel, + Rel,(i) and q : OPi,j + OP~(~~,,~~) by 
q(r)=(rx*x=;x) 
and r(f)~(x=;xay=~~.) respectively. 
Proposition 17. (q,e) is a logical translation. 
The proof relies essentially on the following lemma which is proved by induction 
on expressions of 9: 
Lemma 18. For all formulas IJJ of 2, one has in GT the equality 
lrl(~(X))(X’)ls,~=a,(Z)~~i (i.e. X=iX) 




(x’ is a variable of type q(i).) 
A word of comment is necessary here: the induction shows that in 85 one has 
not simply an isomorphism but an equality between p(x) and I~(~(x))(x’)l: more 
exactly, P(X) and Irl(~(x))(x’)i are formulas which define the same object of 8,. 
Consider for example the inductive step of an atomic formula rt(x). By the very 
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definition-of interpretation, lrt(x)yj is ‘the’ pullback in 8,: 
IO-WU)I - i-x 
By inductive hypothesis It( is the equivalence class of 2(x’) = z. But in Q, this 
pullback is canonically given by the formula x/=x’ ATXA 3~ (x= ZA t(x’) = z) which 
is equivalent modulo 3 to rt(x’) and hence defines the same object of 85. The 
scrupulous reader might extend here to pullbacks the remarks we made on canonical 
subobjects. 
5.4. In this paragraph we define the logical translation (19, U) : .T’ -+ LT. 
(a) To type p(x) of 9, 0 simply associates the type i of the variable x. It is trivial 
that B preserves the whole structure of types. Note that we loose here most of the 
information given in v(x): this information will be carried by the second component 
u of the translation and this is the keypoint where ‘universes’ find their justification. 
(b) To type p(x) of P, u associates p(x), now viewed as a formula of JZ. It is 
trivial that u preserves the whole structure of types. 
(c) To describe 19 on formulas we again rely on our remarks at the end of 
2.2. We first define 0: Rel;, -+ Form where i’ is an object t&y) of 8~. Let r’= 
(yl(x)>‘@“)~ v(y)) be an element of Rel,, i.e. a subobject of w(y) in 8,. By 
Lemma 6, there exists a formula Q(Z), unique up to equivalence in g, such that 
Q(Z) G w(y) describes the same subobject as <. We let e(r’) be Q(Z). We now 
define 0 on Opi,,j,. Let f’E Opi,,j,; f' is an arrow in 63, say p(x) r(xpY), I&); to 
make our definition independent of the choice of the formula r(x, y) representing 
f’ it suffices to define e(f’) to be C,D(X)A w(~)A~(x, y). The functionality condition 
relative to universes described by u is then simply the functionality of r relative to 
v, and v/. 
Proposition 19. (0, u) is a logical translation. 
The proof is based on the following lemma which is proved by induction on 
expressions of 9. Of course, comments analogous to those following Lemma 18 still 
apply. 
Lemma 20. For all formulas cp’ of LZ’, one has in 8X the equality 
Z’,Y 
/~1’(x’)I8,~= Wf(x’))(z) b---+ i’ (= V(Y)> 
(with x‘ of type i’ and z of type e( y(y)), which is the type of y), and for all terms 
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t’ the identity 
lt’(x’)l 
i’=v(x) 11 , VW =.i‘ 
W’W)Or, Y) 
(with x’ of type i’ and t’(x’) of type j’). 
5.5. Let us compute (0, la) 0 (q, e). 
Proposition 21. (0, u) 0 (ty, e) is the identical translation on 5 
Proof. Consider for example a formula v(x) of G? and e(q(&x))(Y))(z), where x is 
a variable of 9 of type i, y a variable of 9’ of type q(i) (i.e. x=ix) and z a variable 
of 2 of type @q(i)) (i.e. 8(X=iX), i.e. i). By Lemma 18 on q, it follows that 
Ir(v(m(Y)l =P(z)‘(x=ix) 
and by Lemma 20 on 0, 
&V(P(X))(Y))(Z) = MP(x>)(Y)l, 
hence 
e(r(&x))(Y))(z) = V(Z). 
5.6. Finally, let us compute (e’, u’) = (a e)o(0, u). Note that 8’ is far from being the 
identity on types. Indeed, for type P(X) of g’, @(V(X)) is (x=;x) (if x is of type i). 
On the other hand, 
which is equivalent in P to r(~(x))(z), which by Lemma 18, has as interpretation 
in 6’g the formula p(x) itself. What one has to do is to compare (e’,U’) with the 
identity (id,, id2) of P: id,(i’) = i’, id2(i’) = (z=~,z) and idt(yl’(x’)) = p/(x’). 
Here is the description of an isomorphic comparison 
y : (0: u’) - (id,, id2). 
We rely here on our remarks at the end of Section 2. Let i’ be a type of g’, i.e. a 
formula p(x) of 9. We know that u’(i’) is q(p(x))(z) while id2(i’) is z’=,(,)z’. It is 
tempting to say that y(z,z’) is z=z’, but this does not make sense since the types 
of z and z’ are not the same: z is a variable of type (x=; x), while z’ is of type p(x). 
To find the correct y, look at the situation in 6’$: 
IZ’=,(X) z’l-V(X) 
and this is a subobject in canonical form of x=~x. In other words, there is in 8~ 
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a mono 
which in turn becomes an operation symbol in 9’, more exactly, an element f’ of 
Opj,,j,, where i’ is p(x) and j’ is y =i y. To this f’ corresponds in 613’ the functional 
relation z =CX=,Xj f ‘z’ where z is a variable of type x =i x and Z’ a variable of type 
q(x) and consequently f’z’ a term of type x=;x. We define thus 
Yq&,Z’) = (z =(x=,*)flz’). 
It is not surprising that this defines an isomorphic y : (8: u’) * (id,, id2). Observe 
for example that the condition 
essentially means that f’ is in G, an iso from CJY to p! Technically, it suffices to 
apply Lemma 11 on relativized formulas. We omit the other verifications to sum- 
marize our discussion as follows: 
Proposition 22. (I?, e) 0 (0, u) is isomorphic to the identity. 
We have thus developed the essentials of the analysis leading to 
Theorem 23. The 2-category of toposes with left-exact functors as l-arrows and 
natural transformations as 2-arrows is equivalent o the 2-category of theories with 
translations as l-arrows and comparisons as 2-arrows. In this equivalence, functors 
preserving finite unions (resp. functors preserving images, logical functors) corres- 
pond to translations preserving disjunctions (resp. translations preserving the 
existential quantifiers, logical translations). 
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